July 2022
Dear Sir or Madam,
We are honoured to invite you to attend a landmark event for Central and Eastern Europe, focusing
on solutions to climate challenges. Climate Change Summit (CCS) will take place on October 4-5 in
Bucharest, and it will serve as a platform to connect business, civic and decision-making
representatives from the European Union in discussions on climate policy, investment opportunities and
digital innovation for sustainability. We are pleased to extend the invitation to 2 members of your
organisation who would be our special guests throughout the event, with exclusive entrance
and dedicated seating.
Some of the main topics tackled in CCS include sustainability & climate change issues, The European
Green Deal, sustainable food systems and agriculture, the transition to a green economy in Europe,
sustainable finance and climate related investments, sustainable materials, or how technologies like AI
or Blockchain can be deployed in the fight against climate change.
CCS will bring together more than 100 speakers - decision makers, public and private leaders and
more than 500 specialists, scientists, entrepreneurs and business, political and civic leaders to
identify solutions to the climate challenges we are facing at a European and regional level. The
attendees and speakers come from more than 20 countries (including France, Canada, Italy, Sweden,
Chile, Norway, Poland, UK, Turkey, The Netherlands, Slovakia, The Czech Republic, Lithuania,
Ukraine, Moldova, Spain, Pakistan), with a focus on Central and Eastern Europe policy makers,
business leaders and entrepreneurs with a proven interest and consistent track record in the field of
climate action.
In addition to European political and business leaders, we have already confirmed the presence of
speakers such as Nigel Topping (UK High-Level Climate Action Champion), Mark Campanale (Carbon
Tracker), Linda Zeilina (International Sustainable Finance Centre), Corina Murafa (energy policy
expert), Erik van Ingen (FAO), Oliver Harman & Philip Stier (Oxford University), Nicolas Brien
(European Startup Network), Audun Abelsnes (Techstars Energy), Alex Găvan (climber), Silvia Pavoni
(Financial Times) or Dana Marie Perkins (Bloomberg New Energy Finance) and more.
In recent years, more than 3,000 participants from 45+ countries were part of our conversation platforms such as Future Summit.
Among the 300+ speakers we hosted, we can mention speakers from the World Economic Forum, International Energy Agency,
European Parliament, the Romanian Government, Oxford & Cambridge Universities, Ashoka, UiPath, Disney, MIT, Aspen
Institute, large corporations, and dozens of social and technology entrepreneurs.
Climate Change Summit is organised by Social Innovation Solutions, in partnership with BRD Société Générale and Mastercard,
the Department of Sustainable Development of the Romanian Government, as well as some of the most important business and
civic organisations in Romania.

We are looking forward to having you along for what might be the most important conversation we can
have nowadays. Please confirm your participation by sending an email to my colleague, Roxana
Chirițoiu, at roxana.chiritoiu@innovationsolutions.eu.
Sincerely,

Ciprian Stănescu
President, Social Innovation Solutions

